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A Multichannel Synthetic Aperture Radar (M-SAR) exploiting an antenna nulling based Electronic Counter-Counter Measures
(ECCM) technique shall be able to cancel the effects of noise-like interferences over the collected SAR data. Since SAR systems
often work with wide bandwidths to provide high resolution images, ECCM technique must account for the presence of wideband
interference signal. In this paper we consider a wideband antenna nulling technique based on space-frequency adaptive nulling
and we propose an integration of theWB antenna nulling scheme within the focusing algorithm for M-SAR systems, thus allowing
a fusion between ECCM and usual SAR processing steps. The computational cost of the integrated algorithm is compared with
the cost of more traditional sequence of the wideband extension of the Side-Lobe Canceller and the focusing operation, to show
the computational feasibility of the proposed integrated algorithm. The possibility to perform suboptimally the space-frequency
adaptive nulling is also considered.
1. Introduction
The effect of a wideband (WB) noise-like interference for
imaging radars is to mask the scene visible in the imaged
area with a high uniform noise level [1–3]. In order to assure
the typical functionality of a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
system, a strategy to suppress the undesired component of
the received signal must be identified and implemented,
with the requirement to be suitable for the subsequent SAR
processing.
Radar systems based on antenna arrays can typically
employ different strategies to protect themselves from un-
wanted intentional or environmental electromagnetic inter-
ferences, especially when impinging on the side-lobes of the
synthesized array pattern. A basic way to try and mitigate
the effects of undesired components of the received signal
is to lower the level of the side-lobes of the array pattern
[4]: different strategies can be employed, from traditional
amplitude tapering [5] to efficient antenna aperture thin-
ning at element or subarray level, as for example, the one
developed and implemented in [6, 7]. A different way to
reject the interference component from the received signal
is to null the synthesized pattern in the estimated jammer
Direction of Arrival (DoA) performing the adaptive process-
ing called antenna nulling. The typical formulation of the
problem [4, 8] accounts for a monochromatic interference
waveform impinging on the array antenna from directions
sufficiently different from the main beam steering and
exploits either the fully adaptive configuration, or the Side-
LobeCanceller (SLC) schemeor themultiple-beam/multiple-
channel/subarray based adaptive processing. This last con-
figuration is particularly interesting since it helps making
adaptivity practically feasible for systems where array of
hundreds or thousands of elements are involved at the cost of
an affordable reduction of the available degrees of freedom.
From the previous considerations the exploitation of an
array based M-SAR along with an adaptive antenna nulling
technique shall be able to cancel the effects of WB contin-
uous wave interferences over the collected SAR data, thus
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fundamentally allowing the normal SAR operation. How-
ever, since SAR systems often work with wide bandwidths
to provide high resolution images, the ECCM technique
must account for the presence of WB interference signals.
The usual narrowband (NB) nulling techniques based on
adaptive beamforming might not be effective to counteract
WB interferences; therefore, specific WB techniques have to
be considered.
In the literature several WB nulling techniques have been
proposed, starting from different approaches. First of all it
can be proved that a WB jammer is equivalent to an infinite
number of monochromatic waves impinging on the antenna
array from different angular directions near the nominal one:
strategies forWBnulling could implywidening of the angular
interval where the jammer is rejected by imposing multiple
narrowband nulls around the jammer nominal DoA or by
flattening the narrowband null constraining the derivatives
of the adaptive pattern around the jammer DoA [9]. It is
apparent how the rationale to allowWB nulling is increasing
the number of available degrees of freedom,making the array
transfer function as seen by the jammer frequency dependent
[8].The traditional andmost investigated approach to achieve
this goal is using tapped delay lines (TDLs) for each receiving
channel ([8, 10–14], and in particular for M-SAR in [15]). A
typical extension of this fast Space-Time Adaptive Processing
(fast STAP) approach is represented by the SLC architecture
[15–17], where the use of a single sample from the main
channel largely helps in keeping limited the impact of
the wideband jammer cancellation processing on the range
impulse response. Some wideband nulling algorithms work
in the frequency domain operating a Fourier transform on
each set of fast-time samples collected on the available receiv-
ing channels, resulting in a subbanding operation that allows
the applications of traditional narrowbandnulling techniques
in each subband. In particular, in [8, 18] the equivalence of
the fast STAP and the space-frequency adaptive processing
is proven. It has to be underlined that frequency subbanding
has been widely considered also in traditional STAP schemes
for ground moving target indication (GMTI). Evolutions of
these schemes to limit the computational burden have been
considered [19, 20], allowing the focusing of all the subband
into a single reference subband where narrowband STAP can
be performed: however, this approach seems to be not suited
for high resolution imaging due to the induced range resolu-
tion reduction. In [21–24] the possibility of performing WB
jammer cancellation in the frequency domain is mentioned
and the concept of wideband nulling after stretch processing
is presented. Depending on the relation between the time
duration of the transmitted chirp and the maximum range of
interest for the considered radar sensor, deramping followed
by low-pass filtering can result in a lower bandwidth and a
narrowband nulling technique could follow. Typically in SAR
imaging the better is the range resolution the smaller is the
range swath and the stretch processing could be considered
a viable solution to form high resolution range profiles;
however, it is always possible to process the acquired SARdata
according to focusing algorithms exploiting the traditional
matched filtering approach and working in the wavenumber
domain, as the Range Migration Algorithm (RMA), [25], or
the Range Doppler Algorithm, [26].
In this paper the main idea is to apply the frequency
domain WB cancellation algorithm based on subbanding to
the whole set of samples collecting each Pulse Repetition
Time (PRT) in the range domain to counteract side-lobe
noise-like jammers, thus allowing an integration of the
antenna nulling in the frequency domain with a wavenumber
domain focusing technique for M-SAR. Indeed the batch
characteristic of the proposed nulling algorithm in the fre-
quency domain is not a drawback, since the SAR image is
formed after receiving all pulses anyway. This approach is
different from the typical way to process the incoming signal
to recover the normal imaging capability despite the presence
of the interference, which is to perform aWB antenna nulling
technique (i.e., WB-SLC) followed by the chosen focusing
algorithm. The basic concept of the proposed technique was
presented in [27]: from this starting point this papermoves on
detailing a much accurate formalization of the problem, pre-
senting results on different and more challenging simulated
scenarios and finally providing a new and full analysis on
the computational cost of the proposed algorithm compared
with the burden of the more traditional sequence of WB-
SLC and focusing, also taking into account the possibility of
suboptimal implementations and their impacts on the SAR
pulse response and on the nulling performance.
In [27] a very rough and draft model for the received
signal have been presented, instead here a detailed signal
model is shown allowing the subsequent formalization of
the wideband nulling: starting from the general and well-
known fast-time STAP, where nulling weights are achieved
based on the Least Mean Square criterion, and from the
WB-SLC scheme, the proposed wideband nulling scheme
in the frequency domain is presented. In detail it starts
operating a Fourier transform (subbanding) on each set
of fast-time samples collected on the available receiving
channels during a PRT, as themost of the focusing algorithms
in the wavenumber domain do. Adaptive coefficients must
be applied at this stage to the collected data. The derivation
of the expression of the weights to be applied for wideband
nulling in the time domain shows that, as it will be clear in
the following, theWB adaptive coefficients do not depend on
the steering vector at carrier frequency as in the NB case but
on the specific samples of the transmitted signal, thus nulling
and matched filtering appears to be fused together. Indeed,
the structure of the adaptive weight vector to be applied in
the frequency domain is explicitly derived, differently from
[27] where it was only shown, proving the ability of the
proposed algorithm of splitting the procedures of jammer
rejection and matched filtering [28, 29], otherwise fused in
the space-fast-time nulling weights. Therefore, after Fourier
transform traditional NB nulling can be applied in each
subband obtaining an equivalent single-channel data set free
of the interference after recombination. From this point
the subsequent steps of a standard wavenumber focusing
processing (including range compression) can follow. This
integration between nulling and focusing techniques proves
to allow an effective cancellation of the WB interference
independently on the jammer equivalent isotropic radiated
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power (EIRP); differently from [27]where a side-lobe jammer
with a high level EIRP was added to a very low noise
contribution, two disturbance scenarios are investigated in
the performance analysis section, where a single side-lobe
jammer with two different levels of EIRP add to a severe noise
contribution. In both cases jammer appears to be rejected
by the proposed integrated wideband nulling and focusing
technique potentially recovering the computational cost with
respect to the traditional cascade of WB-SLC and focusing
depending on the interference characteristics. Indeed in the
time domain the number of fast-time samples to be processed
or equivalently the length of the TDLs to be employed for
an effective nulling of the wideband interferer obviously
depends on its strength. Therefore, a balance point can be
found where a batch processing as the one performed in
the WB frequency nulling fused with the focusing algorithm
begins to have a computational cost comparable with the
cascade of SLC based WB nulling and image formation.
To highlight, confirm, and prove this core potentiality just
hinted in [27], in this paper an accurate derivation of the
computational costs of the proposed integrated WB nulling
and RMA is derived and compared with the cost of a
more traditional sequence of WB-SLC and RMA, chosen
as a reference wavenumber domain focusing algorithm.
Moreover, suboptimal implementations of the frequencyWB
nulling technique are here considered, either widening the
extent of each subband or reducing the number of updates
of the adaptive coefficients, which nominally occur at each
PRT. This analysis definitely expands what is presented in
[27], where only the widening of frequency subbands was
considered, and allows us to add an important consideration:
results show how the impact of the first suboptimal approach
is limited, thus allowing us to save computational cost even
for jammers of high intensity, while the number of updates of
the nulling weights is critical.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the
system and the signal models are described, while in Sec-
tion 3 the general expression of the space-fast-time weights
for WB nulling is derived using the Least Mean Square
(LMS) approach, followed by the presentation of the WB
space-frequency adaptive nulling. The integration of the last
technique with a wavenumber domain focusing algorithm
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 follows with some
simulated results. In Section 6 the computational cost of
the integrated algorithm is compared with the cost of the
more traditional sequence of WB-SLC and focusing, to
show the computational feasibility of the proposed integrated
algorithm; moreover, suboptimal versions of the frequency
domain WB nulling algorithm are investigated to lower its
computational cost in Section 7. Finally some conclusions are
drawn in Section 8.
2. System and Signal Model Description
In our analysis the SAR antenna is an active phased array
formed by 𝑁el isotropic elements arranged to provide a
number𝐶 of receiving channels, each connected to a different
beam.
The consideredM-SAR transmits aWBwaveform 𝑠(𝑡) (as
a chirp) of length 𝑇𝑝 and bandwidth 𝐵 every PRT during the
acquisition period.
The signal received by the 𝑝th radiating element of the
array is the superposition of a useful part and a disturbance
component due to the jammer and thermal noise; the first
is supposed to be a wideband noise-like signal and the last
is independent at each element in the array and almost
decorrelated over the bandwidth 𝐵. The useful component
of the signal received by the 𝑝th element in the array is an
echo of the transmitted signal: this echo is attenuated by a
factor depending on the link-budget and delayed according
to the two-way distance of a generic scatterer in the scene
with DoA (𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖) from the 𝑝th radiating element. On the
other hand, the signal received from a jammer with DoA
(𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) is attenuated and delayed depending on the one-
way distance of the jammer from the 𝑝th element. It has
to be noticed that the useful component of the received
signal suffers from a two-way attenuation and the jammer
only from a one-way propagation loss. Therefore, even if the
interference transmitted power is not high and it is received
by the side-lobes of the SAR antenna, it could deny the SAR
imaging capability.
Beamforming and steering operations are performed to
pass from𝑁el radiating elements to 𝐶 receiving channels: for
the ch channel (ch = 0, . . . , 𝐶 − 1) the received signal can be
written as
𝑥
ch
𝑟𝑥
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) = 𝑠
ch
𝑟𝑥
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖) + 𝑥
ch
𝑑
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) , (1)
where 𝑠ch
𝑟𝑥
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖) is the useful component, while
𝑥
ch
𝑑
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) = 𝑗
ch
(𝑡, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) + 𝑛
ch
(𝑡) (2)
is the disturbance depending on jammer and noise, respec-
tively.
It is well known that the number of available degrees of
freedom in the array should be increased to cancel out the
WB jammer; if a limited number of receiving channels is
available, then a set of fast-time samples could be taken at
each channel and processed according to a proper space-fast-
time scheme in order to obtain a WB antenna nulling [8–
10]. Figure 1 shows a possible processing scheme, where the
space-fast-time samples are properly weighted to produce the
output jammer-free signal. As a consequence the following
vector representation for the received data at channel level is
considered.
Describing the signal as a function of slow-time variable
𝑛 = ⌊𝑡/PRT⌋ + 1 and the fast-time variable ?̂? = 𝑡 + (𝑛 − 1) ⋅
PRT and omitting the explicit dependence from the DoAs,
the received signal in (1) is given by
x𝑟𝑥 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) = s𝑟𝑥 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) + x𝑑 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) , (3)
where ?̂?𝑙 is the 𝑙th sample of ?̂?.
These vectors are organized as stacked column vectors of
size𝐶⋅𝐾×1, where𝐾 is the number of signal samples spaced
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Figure 1: Space-fast-time processing.
by the sample period𝑇𝑠 buffered for each channel in the array
at the fast-time instant ?̂?𝑙:
s𝑟𝑥 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙)
= [s𝑟𝑥,0 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ s𝑟𝑥,𝑘 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ s𝑟𝑥,𝐾−1 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙)]
𝑇
with s𝑟𝑥,𝑘 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙)
= [𝑠
0
𝑟𝑥
(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙 − 𝑘𝑇𝑠, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑠
𝐶−1
𝑟𝑥
(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙 − 𝑘𝑇𝑠, 𝜃𝑖, 𝜑𝑖)]
x𝑑 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙)
= [x𝑗,0 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x𝑗,𝑘 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x𝑗,𝐾−1 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ]
𝑇
+ n
with x𝑗,𝑘 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙)
= [𝑥
0
𝑗
(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙 − 𝑘𝑇𝑠, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥
𝐶−1
𝑗
(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙 − 𝑘𝑇𝑠, 𝜃𝑗, 𝜑𝑗)] .
(4)
It has to be underlined that, if the signal DoA corresponds
to the steering direction (𝜃0, 𝜑0), each element of the vector
s𝑟𝑥,𝑘(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) will be a version of the transmitted waveform
properly delayed according to the lag 𝜏(𝜃0, 𝜑0) and scaled
according to the link-budget factor 𝐴(𝜃0, 𝜑0) and the gain
𝐺
ch
𝑟𝑥
(𝜃0, 𝜑0) of the 𝑟𝑥 formed beams independently from the
frequency. Therefore, defining the gain vector as
𝜎 = [𝐺
0
𝑟𝑥
(𝜃0, 𝜑0) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐺
𝐶−1
𝑟𝑥
(𝜃0, 𝜑0)] , (5)
the desired part of the received signal at channel level could
be written as
s𝑟𝑥 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) = 𝐴 (𝜃0, 𝜑0) ⋅ [s (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⊗ 𝜎]
𝑇
, (6)
where s(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) is a row vector containing 𝐾 samples of
the transmitted waveform and ⊗ represent the Kronecker
product.
3. Nulling Approaches for WB Signals
As seen before, a SAR system typically works with wide
bandwidths to obtain high resolution in the range dimension
and also the protection schememust account for the presence
of a WB interference signal.
In order to perform wideband antenna nulling (Figure 1)
over the received data at channel level, a proper weight vector
must be determined. We assume that the desired signal is
deterministic and decorrelated from the interference and the
thermal noise. In this case applying a LMS criterion when
the DoA of the desired signal corresponds to the steering
direction, the following weight vector is obtained [8, 10, 11,
29]:
w (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) = Q
−1
𝑑
(𝑛) s0 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) . (7)
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Figure 2: WB nulling in the frequency domain.
Q𝑑(𝑛) is the 𝐶 ⋅ 𝐾 × 𝐶 ⋅ 𝐾 space-fast-time covariance matrix
of the received interference plus noise and s0(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) is the
reference signal vector of size 𝐶 ⋅ 𝐾 × 1 defined as
s0 (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) = [s (𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) ⊗ 𝜎]
𝑇
. (8)
Unlike the narrowband case, s0(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) is not simply the
spatial steering vector, but it depends on the specific samples
of the transmitted waveform. This makes it largely time-
varying, since the two operations of antenna nulling and
pulse compression are necessarily considered together by the
selected criterion. An additional drawback of this approach
is that the use of tapped delay lines leads necessarily to a
temporal filtering of the incoming signal and thus a distorted
version of the SAR point spreads function.
To try and overcome these issues theWB extension of the
SLC processing can be taken into account. It can be directly
derived from Figure 1 considering that there are one main
channel (MC) and𝐶−1AuxiliaryChannels (ACs) and that for
each output sample only a single received signal sample from
the MC is processed, while a set of 𝐾 samples is considered
for each AC. Here we recall that the use of a single sample
from the main channel largely helps in splitting the pulse
compression from the wideband cancellation and allows
keeping limited the impact of the cancellation processing
on the range impulse response. Assuming the standard SLC
approximation (auxiliary channels gain much lower than the
main channel gain in the antenna steering direction), the
weight vector w(𝑛, ?̂?𝑙) becomes [29]
wSLC (𝑛) = Q
−1
𝑑SLC (𝑛) e1s0 (𝑛, ?̂?0) ≈ Q
−1
𝑑SLC (𝑛) e1, (9)
where e1 = [1 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0]
𝑇, the dependence of the weight
vector on the specific sample of reference signal is negligible
especially for side-lobe jammers [29], and the disturbance
covariance matrix is defined as
Q𝑑SLC (𝑛) = [
𝑞𝑑,𝑀 (𝑛) q𝑑,𝑀𝐴 (𝑛)
q𝐻
𝑑,𝑀𝐴
(𝑛) Q𝑑,𝐴 (𝑛)
] . (10)
𝑞𝑑,𝑀(𝑛) is the autocovariance of the main channel, q𝑑,𝑀𝐴
vector of size 1 × (𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾 is the covariance between the
main and the auxiliary channels, and Q𝑑,𝐴 is a Toeplitz and
Hermitian block covariance matrix for the auxiliary channels
of size (𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾 × (𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾.
An alternative way to adaptively null wideband interfer-
ences is through NB nulling applied after subbanding. In
particular, Figure 2 shows the proposed frequency domain
processing scheme for WB antenna nulling; instead of con-
sidering a sliding process performed over 𝐾 signal samples,
a DFT is applied over a batch of 𝑀 samples, for example,
obtained at Nyquist sampling rate from all range acquisition
area. We assume that a previous operation of demodulation
has been performed along with the steering of the beams
pertaining to the different receiving channels through true
delay lines. A linear transformation, as a DFT, of the received
signal samples of each receiving channel does not affect the
optimum structure for the weight determination as in (7)
[18]. It also does not affect the performance of the optimum
cancellation scheme. It has been shown in the past that if𝑀 =
𝐾 and the same sampling distance is considered, the same
performance in interference cancellation is obtained with a
frequency domain approach and a traditional time domain
approach [8, 18].
Since the algorithm operates over a batch of received
samples, signal and weight vectors no longer depend on the
particular fast-time instant ?̂?𝑙, which will be omitted in the
following.
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The weight vector in the frequency domain becomes
w (𝑛, 𝑓) = Q−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛) s0 (𝑛, 𝑓) , (11)
where s0(𝑛, 𝑓) is the reference signal vector of size𝑀 ⋅ 𝐶 × 1
in the frequency domain and Q𝑑𝑓(𝑛) is the interference plus
noise spectral matrix of size𝑀 ⋅ 𝐶 ×𝑀 ⋅ 𝐶.
Assuming a white interference in band 𝐵 and supposing
we can realize the DFT transformation on a very large sample
set (theoretically infinite) atNyquist rate the different spectral
components of the interference are decorrelated [28]; the
same result is also valid for the thermal noise filtered in band
𝐵, apart from the natural decorrelation between the different
antenna element contributions. Under these hypotheses the
spectral matrix Q𝑑𝑓(𝑛) is a diagonal block matrix and the
weight vector w(𝑛, 𝑓) can be written as
w (𝑛, 𝑓) =
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
(Q−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛, 0)𝜎) 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
0 (Q−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛, 1)𝜎) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
.
.
.
.
.
. d
.
.
.
0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (Q−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛,𝑀 − 1)𝜎)
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
s (𝑓, 𝑛) = Mw (𝑛) s (𝑓, 𝑛) , (12)
whereQ−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛, 𝑘) is the inverse of the undesired signal spectral
matrix block of size 𝐶 × 𝐶 pertaining to the 𝑘th spectral
component:
Q𝑑𝑓 (𝑛, 𝑘) = [
𝑞𝑑𝑓,𝑀 (𝑛, 𝑘) q𝑑𝑓,𝑀𝐴 (𝑛, 𝑘)
q𝐻
𝑑𝑓,𝑀𝐴
(𝑛, 𝑘) Q𝑑𝑓,𝐴 (𝑛, 𝑘)
] , (13)
where 𝑞𝑑𝑓,𝑀(𝑛, 𝑘) is a scalar, q𝑑𝑓,𝑀𝐴(𝑛, 𝑘) is a vector of size 1×
(𝐶−1), andQ𝑑𝑓,𝐴(𝑛, 𝑘) is the spectral matrix for the auxiliary
channels of size (𝐶 − 1) × (𝐶 − 1).
Equation (12) shows that in the frequency domain it is
possible to apply a spatial-only cancellation filter indepen-
dently at each spectral component. This is encoded by the
(𝐶 ⋅ 𝑀 × 𝑀) block-diagonal matrix Mw(𝑛). Moreover, the
matched filtering in the frequency domain is encoded in the
vector product with vector s(𝑛, 𝑓) representing the transmit-
ted signal in the frequency domain and it can be applied
separately from the cancellation stage. As it is apparent the
knowledge of the signal waveform is not required anymore
for the wideband cancellation and the 𝑘th component of the
weight vector used for the nulling purpose becomes
w (𝑛, 𝑓𝑘) = Q
−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛, 𝑘) ⋅ 𝜎. (14)
If it occurs that the gain of one channel (e.g., the first) is higher
than the gain of the others in the steering direction (as for the
WB-SLC) we can write the weight vector as follows:
w (𝑛, 𝑓𝑘) ≈ Q
−1
𝑑𝑓
(𝑛, 𝑘) e1𝐺𝑀 (𝜃0, 𝜙0) (15)
with e1 = [1 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0]
𝑇, and 𝐺𝑀(𝜃0, 𝜙0) is the gain in the
steering direction of the main channel.
4. Integrated WB Nulling in the Frequency
Domain and Focusing Algorithm
A typical way to process the incoming signal to recover the
normal imaging capability despite the presence of the inter-
ference is to perform a WB antenna nulling technique fol-
lowed by the chosen focusing algorithm. The characteristics
of the described space-frequency adaptive processing suggest
another option, that is, the integration ofWB antenna nulling
and focusing technique; moreover, the batch characteristic of
the proposed nulling algorithm in the frequency domain is
not a drawback, since the SAR image is formed after receiving
all pulses. Since the proposedWB nulling technique operates
a DFT on each set of fast-time samples collected on the
available receiving channels, the main idea is to apply the
cancellation algorithm to the whole set of samples collected
by the SAR in the range domain at eachPRT (space-frequency
adaptive processing), thus allowing an integration of the
antenna nulling with a focusing technique working in the
wavenumber domain, like, for example, the Range Migration
Algorithm (RMA) [25] or the Range Doppler Algorithm
(RDA) [26]. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the resulting
integrated algorithm. More specifically for each PRT, that is,
for each slow-time instant of the SAR acquisition, received
data sampled at Nyquist rate from each one of the𝐶 channels
are Fourier transformed providing 𝑀 independent spectral
components. Therefore, data can be arranged as𝑀 spectral
vectors of 𝐶 samples and therefore they can be processed
according to thewideband nulling technique in the frequency
domain as discussed in Section 3 (black dashed box in the
figure), providing as output a single-channel jammer-free
vector, with a sample for each spectral subband. After the
collection of these vectors for all the slow-time instant in
the acquisition the remaining steps of the chosen SAR data
processing follow (red dashed box in the figure, one for RMA
and one for RDA).
5. Performance Analysis
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed technique, we
considered the following scenario: an airborne X-band M-
SAR carried by a platform flying at 120m/s operates in
Stripmap mode to take an image of a scene of size 2 km ×
100m (azimuth × ground range). In this scene we simulated
three-point scatterers, with the same reflecting characteristics
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Figure 3: Integrated WB nulling and focusing algorithm.
but displaced in different positions in the scene: the first
scatterer position is (−900, 45)m in (azimuth, ground range),
the secondposition is (0, 0)m, and the third scatterer position
is (900, −45)m. In order to counteract a WB interference
signal, the system provides two different 𝑟𝑥 channels con-
nected at a main and an auxiliary beam. The main beam
is synthesized using a phased array of size 1m × 0.1m
(azimuth × elevation); it is formed by 192 directive elements,
organized in 48 elements (12 subarrays of 4 elements) in
azimuth and 4 elements in elevation. The auxiliary beam is
developed by a square array of 16 directive elements, 4 in
the azimuth dimension and 4 in the elevation dimension
with half-wavelength spacing. The main system, target, and
geometry parameters are listed in Table 1.
We underline that in this case our interest is in the side-
lobe noise-like wideband jammer. To this aim we simulated
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Table 1: Main system, target, and geometry parameters.
Carrier frequency 9.6GHz
Transmitted power 0.3 kW
Quiescent pattern gain 27.7 dB
Target RCS 3 dB
Pulse length 5 𝜇s
Resolution (azimuth and range) 0.5m
Grazing angle 5.7∘
Platform height 3 km
PRF 360Hz
Noise figure 5 dB
Range samples (𝑀) 1706
SAR access area
Interference
Scene 
Centre
R = 30km
3.2 km
Figure 4: Jammer scenario.
aWB noise-like interference located at the scene center range
bin displaced 3.2 km in along track and impinges from the
second to the fourth azimuth side lobes of the main beam
during the acquisition (Figure 4). We set the interference
signal bandwidthmatching completely the transmitted signal
band and defined two jamming scenarios.They are addressed
as High-Technology Jamming Scenario (HTJS) and Low-
Technology Jamming Scenario (LTJS). The different level of
the technology is represented by the equivalent isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) value since it depends on the antenna
dimensions and on the transmitted power: a jammer with
an antenna of small size transmitting a low power signal
(low EIRP) can disturb without the need of tracking the
moving sensor, contrarily to the case of a jammer with a
larger antenna transmitting a higher power. In this study we
considered an EIRP of 80 dBW for the HTJS and 50 dBW for
the LTJS. Finally RMA was used as focusing algorithm.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed inte-
grated algorithm we need to define a performance parameter
and reference scenario. The performance parameter is the
Signal to Interference plusNoiseRatio (SINR) estimated from
the image. The signal power is defined as the peak power
value of the image when only the useful contribution of the
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Figure 5: Focused image: noise and no jammer.
Table 2: Estimated SINR values for the HTJS and LTJS.
Scenario/nulling technique SINR (dB)
HTJS LTJS
Noise and no jammer 15.3 15.3
Noise and jammer/no ECCM −41.15 −11.16
Noise and jammer/NB ECCM −22.33 7.2
Noise and jammer/WB ECCM 15.28 15.28
received signal is processed without adaptation, while the
interference plus noise power is estimated as the mean value
of the power of the disturbed image where only disturbance is
present. The reference scenario is the same as the case study,
but only thermal noise acts to degrade the image. Figure 5
shows the image focused with the RMA when only thermal
noise is present; thus, no ECCM technique is performed;
the three scatterers are visible in the image, although quite
disturbed by the noise introduced, and a SINRvalue of 15.3 dB
is estimated. In the following we will assume SINR values less
than 10 dB as unable to guarantee the acquisition capability
and the targets detection reliability [1]. It has to be underlined
that the image in Figure 5 has been saturated to −15.3 dB
to allow an easier visual understanding; therefore, the noise
contributions with lower amplitude level are not displaced,
but they are numerically present and obviously used for the
estimation of the output SINR values. Moreover, asterisks
are shown in correspondence with the simulated scatterers
positions to further ease the understanding of the figure,
helping in identifying the scatterers peaks.
Table 2 shows the obtained values of SINR estimated
from the focused images obtained with different adaptive
processing; as apparent, the NB nulling algorithm is not
effective against the consideredWB jamming scenarios since
starting from a SINR value of −41.15 dB in HTJS and of
−11.16 dB in the LTJS if any nulling technique is applied
(case addressed as noise and jammer/no ECCM), only about
19 dB of jammer cancellation can be achieved. In contrast, the
proposedWB approach is able to almost recover the nominal
SINR value, thus preserving the normal SAR operability.
Figures 6 and 7 show that in both HTJS and LTJS the
image is correctly focused with the three scatterers being
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Figure 7: Focused image: noise and low-tech jammer/WB ECCM.
well visible above the noise level. Also in this case images
have been saturated to −15.3 dB for the sake of easing visual
understanding.
Finally we want to evaluate the characteristics of SAR
pulse response when the integrated algorithm with the
wideband cancellation is performed, compared to the pulse
response of the nonadapted (NA) case. To this purpose we
considered the HTJS, that is, the most difficult to counteract,
and consequently processed only the useful signal contribu-
tion of the received signal, not to consider the distortions
introduced by the simulated noise and jammer samples. We
want to underline that we proposed an integratedWB nulling
and focusing algorithm mainly thinking about suppressing
side-lobe noise-like jammers. Starting from this assumption
we focused in a situation where we do not expect a dramatic
SAR pulse response deformation, whichever the used SAR
focusing algorithm, since the nulling algorithm puts nulls
frequency per frequency in the adapted antenna pattern with
a depth proportional to the jammer level with respect to noise
in direction sufficiently distant from the pattern main lobe.
This is actually the case of the simulated scenarios, where
the jammer impinges from the fourth to the second side-
lobe of the antenna pattern during acquisition. This is the
main reason why, as apparent from Table 3, the impact on
the pulse responses is limited both in range and azimuth. We
can notice the increased Peak to Side-Lobe Ratio (PSLRAZ)
and the reduced azimuth resolution (𝑟AZ) for the nonadapted
case, due to the azimuth antenna gain tapering and not to
theWBnulling implementation;moreover,WB nulling tends
to lower the PSLRAZ value with respect to the nonadapted
case, depending on the characteristics of the adapted pattern
synthesized to reject the interference.
Finally we can conclude that the performance in terms of
SAR PSF degradation obviously depends on jammer position
and power, but in the case of the considered jammer scenar-
ios, which are the targets of our analysis, this is marginal with
respect to the demonstrated cancellation capability.
6. Analysis of the Computational Feasibility
In the previous sections we have proved the effectiveness of
the integrated algorithm to perform theWB cancellation and
the focusing of an image; in this section we want to evaluate
the computational burden of this technique with respect to a
more traditional processing, which performs the cancellation
using a WB version of the SLC [15–17] and the focusing in
a sequential way (in the following addressed as sequential
algorithm). RMA has been considered as focusing algorithm.
In the following subsections the cost of the integrated
algorithm will be computed in terms of complex multiplica-
tions and compared with the cost of the sequential algorithm.
6.1. Cost of the Computation of the Nulling Coefficients.
To null WB interferences a space-time or space-frequency
weight vector has to be computed, according to (9) and
(15). It is possible to identify 2 steps to compute the nulling
coefficients: (i) matrix estimation and (ii) matrix inversion.
6.1.1. Matrix Estimation. It is well known that a covariance
matrix can be estimated from a set of secondary signal-free
data. In the case of WB frequency nulling the size of this set
is 𝑁SDF ≥ 2 ⋅ 𝐶 to obtain losses less than 3 dB [30]. The 𝑘th
spectral matrix (𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑀) is an Hermitian matrix of size
𝐶 × 𝐶; therefore, the number of required complex products
for the estimation of the𝑀 spectral matrices is
𝑁FMAT = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑁SDF ⋅
𝐶 ⋅ (𝐶 + 1)
2
. (16)
For the WB-SLC, the set of secondary data has size 𝑁SDT ≥
2[1 + (𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾]. Due to the structure of the matrix in (10)
only the first row of Q𝑑SLC(𝑛) and the first row of blocks of
Q𝑑,𝐴(𝑛)have to be estimated (the first of this block is the block
in the main diagonal and it is Hermitian). The total number
of complex multiplications for the estimation can be proven
equal to
𝑁TMAT
= 𝑁SDT
⋅ [(𝐾 − 1) ⋅ (𝐶 − 1)
2
+ (
𝐶
2
+ 𝐾) ⋅ (𝐶 − 1) + 1] .
(17)
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Table 3: SAR pulse response quality parameters for the HTJS.
Scatterer position
First scatterer Second scatterer Third scatterer
(−45, 900) m (0,0) m (45, −900) m
NA WB ECCM NA WB ECCM NA WB ECCM
𝑟AZ (m) 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
PSLRAZ (dB) 18.32 17.21 18.33 17.14 18.35 17.29
𝑟RG (m) 0.51 0.51 0.505 0.51 0.51 0.51
PSLRRG (dB) 12.95 12.95 13.12 13.12 13.25 13.24
6.1.2. Matrix Inversion and Computation of the Coefficients.
In both the frequency and time nulling techniques, theweight
vector is the first column of the inverse of the 𝑘th spectral
or covariance matrix in (13) or (10), respectively. For the
frequency WB nulling, it can be proven to depend only on
the inverse of the spectral covariancematrix pertaining to the
auxiliary channelsQ𝑑𝑓,𝐴(𝑛, 𝑘) of size (𝐶−1) × (𝐶−1) and the
vector q𝑑𝑓,𝑀𝐴(𝑛, 𝑘) of size 1×(𝐶−1) describing the covariance
between themain and the auxiliary channels in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the total number of complex products
required in this case is
𝑁FW = 𝑀 ⋅ (𝐶 − 1)
2
⋅ [(𝐶 − 1) + 1] . (18)
For the WB-SLC the weight vector can be proven to depend
only on q𝑑,𝑀𝐴(𝑛) and on the inverse of Q𝑑,𝐴(𝑛). The total
number of complex products in this case is
𝑁TW = [(𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾]
2
⋅ [(𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾 + 1] . (19)
6.2. Computational Cost of theWBNulling Techniques. For all
of the proposed techniques a set of multichannel data has to
be filtered to obtain single-channel data and several (or one
in the WB-SLC case) FFT have to be performed to efficiently
implement the requiredDFTs. As it is well known, to compute
the single FFT over a number of𝑀 points (if𝑀 is a power of
2), the total number of required complex products is
𝑁FFT =
𝑀
2
⋅ log2 (𝑀) . (20)
Moreover, for the WB nulling in the frequency domain, a
number 𝐶 of FFTs and a number 𝑀 of complex products
have to be performed for each channel to feed the subsequent
focusing algorithm. For the WB-SLC case, for all the𝑀 fast-
time samples 𝐾 products between complex numbers have to
be performed for each auxiliary channel and only one for the
main channel; the obtained equivalent single-channel data
needs then to be Fourier transformed to be a suitable input for
the following RMA. Therefore, the total number of complex
products per PRT for nulling is
𝑁FWBnull = 𝐶 ⋅ (
𝑀
2
⋅ log2 (𝑀) +𝑀) ,
𝑁TWBnull =
𝑀
2
⋅ log2 (𝑀) + [1 + (𝐶 − 1) ⋅ 𝐾] ⋅ 𝑀
(21)
in the frequency and in the time domain, respectively.
In our study case it is possible to verify that independently
of the number of receiving channels 𝐶 considered, for𝐾 > 7,
the technique in the frequency domain is “cheaper” indepen-
dently of the number of receiving channels; see Figure 8.
6.3. Computational Cost of the Range Migration Algorithm.
The RMA procedure consists in (i) pass-band filtering to
reduce the number of samples to be processed in the azimuth
domain from𝑁 to𝑁𝑃, (ii) 2Dmatched filtering with a cost of
𝑀 ⋅𝑁𝑃 complex multiplications, and (iii) Stolt interpolation.
The implementation of this last step takes account of 𝑁
iterations of the interpolation cycle, for which 𝑁𝑌 iterations
are performed. 𝑁𝑌 represents the number of samples of the
new range axis over which the original range axis is mapped
by the Stolt interpolation. The interpolation filter used has 𝐼
taps. Therefore, the total number of complex multiplications
for the RMA can be proven equal to
𝑁RMA = 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑀
⋅ [
1
2
log2(𝑁
(𝑁𝑌/𝑁)+1 ⋅ (𝑀 ⋅
𝑁𝑌
𝑁
)
𝑁𝑌𝑁𝑃/𝑁
2
) +
𝑁𝑃
𝑁
+ (
𝑁𝑌
𝑁
) ⋅ 4 ⋅ 𝐼] .
(22)
6.4. Computational Cost Comparison. Figure 9 shows the
comparison between the cost of the RMA and the overall
cost of the time domain and frequency domain WB nulling
techniques,𝑁𝐹 and𝑁𝑇, respectively:
𝑁𝐹 = [𝑁FWBnull + 𝑁FMAT + 𝑁FW] ⋅ 𝑁,
𝑁𝑇 = [𝑁TWBnull + 𝑁TMAT + 𝑁TW] ⋅ 𝑁.
(23)
As apparent, in the case study considered the load of the
focusing algorithm is lower than the cost of the other
operations. Moreover, we can see that it is possible to find a
value of 𝐾, consistent with the length of the fast-time filters
needed by theWB-SLC as the bandwidth and the EIRP of the
jammer increases [29], which allows the total load of theWB
nulling in the frequency domain to be comparable with the
total load of the WB-SLC.
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Table 4: Suboptimal WB approach in the range dimension: SINR versus𝑁𝑠.
𝑁𝑠 1 2 3 4 5 8 16 32 64 128 246 1706
SINR (dB) HTJS −22.3 −16.3 — −10.3 — −4.4 1.4 7.05 11.3 14.0 14.7 15.28
LTJS 7.2 11.5 13.2 14.0 14.4 14.9 15.1 — — — — 15.28
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Figure 8: Computational cost of theWB-SLC (labelled with𝑇 in the
legend) for different values of𝐾 and 𝐶, compared with the values of
the computational cost of the WB frequency nulling SLC (labelled
with 𝐹 in the legend) for the same value of 𝐶.
7. Suboptimal Implementation of the Space-
Frequency Adaptive Nulling Algorithm
To reduce the computational burden required by the space-
frequency adaptive WB nulling technique, suboptimal (SO)
implementations are now considered in contrast with the
optimal WB nulling (OPT) described in Section 4. This
could be particularly useful when an estimate of the spectral
covariance matrices has to be provided from secondary data.
Given that the matrix estimation has to be performed for
each frequency subband every specified number of PRT, the
suboptimal approach allows reducing the size of secondary
data required.The case of a very limited availability of target-
free secondary data might be of special interest for SAR
systems where the echoes from the area of interest tend to
occupy almost all the available reception window.
7.1. Suboptimal Implementation in the Range Dimension. In
the proposed SO-WB nulling technique the whole signal
band is divided into 𝑁𝑠 subbands (1 ≤ 𝑁𝑠 ≤ 𝑀) and a
single weight vector is applied to all the spectral components
within the frequency subband. The achieved SINR values
versus 𝑁𝑠 are reported in Table 4 for both HTJS and LTJS.
As apparent, when a strong jammer impinges on the antenna
a reduced number of 256 subbands, that is, a reduction of a
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Figure 9: Comparison of the overall computational cost of the RMA
and the WB nulling techniques in the time and in the frequency
domain.
factor 7 in the computational cost for the evaluation of the
nulling weights, allow us to almost recover the performance
of the optimal WB technique with losses lower than 1 dB; the
same result is obtained using 5 subbands for the LTJS, with
a reduction of a factor 340 in the computational cost for the
evaluation of the nulling weights.
The proposed nulling technique performs a filtering
operation of the received signal in the fast-time dimension;
this could lead to a deformation of the range pulse response.
To confirm and improve the results shown in Table 3 in
the case of a HTJS, that is, the most difficult to counteract,
Figure 10 shows how no deformations are experienced, even
when a strong amplitude tapering function (i.e., Hamming) is
applied in range to the useful signal. As apparent, the paired
echoes arisen from filtering determine a slight increase of
the first side-lobes, however about 40 dB below the target
peak value. We recall that both in Section 5 and in here
the analysis of the PSF characteristics has been performed
processing only the useful component of the SAR signal,
therefore without jammer and noise, to show the effect of
the processing not affected by the actual amount of achieved
jammer cancellation.
7.2. Suboptimal Implementation in the Azimuth Dimension.
In the proposed WB nulling technique in the frequency
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Table 5: Suboptimal WB approach in the azimuth dimension: SINR versus𝑁𝑢 and the block size.
HTJS
𝑁𝑢 (block size) 383 (23) 464 (19) 588 (15) 801 (11) 1260 (7) 1763 (5) 2939 (3) 8816 (1)
SINR (dB) Central pulse 0.03 1.61 3.58 6.03 9.31 11.33 13.54 15.28
First pulse −5.59 −3.91 −1.78 0.98 5.02 7.93 11.79 15.28
LTJS 𝑁𝑢 (block size) 3 (2939) 9 (979) 15 (587) 45 (195) 93 (95) 173 (51) 285 (31) 464 (19)
SINR (dB) Central pulse −9.51 −2-27 1.90 10.06 13.36 14.64 15.03 15.18
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Figure 10: Range pulse response with Hamming tapering (HTJS).
domain the nulling coefficients are varying in the slow-time;
for each slow-time pulse during the acquisition the weight
vector applied to null the interference changes, changing the
DoAof the interferencewith respect to the SAR antenna.This
implies that theoretically the nulling coefficients have to be
updated for each slow-time pulse.
The suboptimal approach in the azimuth dimension
aims at reducing the number updates of the nulling weight
vector. In this case the total number of slow-time pulses
𝑁 is divided into 𝑁𝑢 blocks (1 ≤ 𝑁𝑢 ≤ 𝑁) and the
updating process is realized 𝑁𝑢 times instead of 𝑁. For a
HTJS we considered the possibility of computing the nulling
coefficients in correspondence of the first or of the central
pulse in each block and then used them for all the pulses
in the block. As apparent from Table 5 updating the set
of coefficients at the first slow time pulse in each block
is worse than at the central slow-time pulse. Moreover,
we can see that the number of updates that guarantees
reasonable performance is slightly less than𝑁; as said before
the direction of arrival of the interference varies during the
acquisition and the use of the same set of coefficients to
null adjacent directions seems to be ineffective.This behavior
seems to suggest that the nulling procedure is more sensitive
to the slow-time variations than to the fast-time variations of
the nulling coefficients, thus yielding relevant performance
Table 6: Suboptimal WB approach both in the azimuth and in the
range dimension: SINR (dB) versus𝑁𝑢 and𝑁𝑠 for the HTJS and the
LTJS.
HTJS LTJS
𝑁𝑢 𝑁𝑢
801 1260 2939 464 93 45
𝑁𝑠
32 3.89 5.6 6.74
𝑁𝑠
2 11.51 10.67 8.68
64 5.46 7.97 10.57 3 13.15 11.95 9.41
128 6.00 9.01 12.7 8 14.81 13.16 10.05
degradationwhen the suboptimal nulling approach is applied
in the azimuth dimension with respect to the suboptimal
nulling approach in the range dimension. It has to be said
that this is closely related to the characteristics of the WB
interference signal, especially in terms of EIRP; reasonably a
lower value of EIRP could allow reducing the performance
degradation when the suboptimal nulling in the azimuth
dimension is performed.This is confirmed by the study of the
LTJS; as apparent from Table 5, 173 updates over 8816, that
is, a block size of 51 slow-time pulses, guarantee reasonable
performance, with losses lower than 1 dB.
7.3. Suboptimal Implementation Both in the Azimuth and in
the Range Dimension. To further reduce the computational
cost it is possible to implement a suboptimal nulling both
in azimuth and in range. Generally we can observe that the
achievable performance in terms of SINR has a higher bound
that is the lower value between the SINRs obtained with
the suboptimal approach in the range and in the azimuth
dimension separately. Results for theHTJS and LTJS are listed
in Table 6.
8. Conclusions
In this paper we considered a WB antenna nulling tech-
nique based on a space-frequency adaptive nulling integrated
within the RMA focusing algorithm for M-SAR systems,
allowing a fusion between ECCM and usual SAR processing
steps. Performance analysis showed the effectiveness of the
proposed integrated approach in terms of interference rejec-
tion and SAR point spread function characteristics preser-
vation. The computational cost of the integrated algorithm
has been compared in detail with the cost of more traditional
sequential algorithm based on WB-SLC, showing the com-
putational feasibility of the proposed integrated algorithm,
especially under severe interference conditions when the
length of the fast-time filters of the WB-SLC increases. To
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reduce the computational cost of the integrated algorithm,
the possibility to suboptimally perform the space-frequency
adaptive processing has been considered; the WB nulling
performance showed to be more affected by a reduction in
the number of slow-time updates of the nulling coefficients
than the in number of considered subbands.
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